
 

 

Faces of Walden 

Jon Kipling- 

Maintenance Manager 
 

Fun Facts about Jon…… 
 Has been with AgeCare for 13 years 

 He works for both Walden as well as 

Beverly Center Lake Midnapore 

 Jon holds Certificates in Acute Care 

and Long Term Care Health Care 

Administration as well as being 

a  certified Fourth Class Power 

Engineer 

 Jon is a family man with 3 kids who 

all enjoy hiking, camping and 

travelling together in the summertime 

 Has had an earlier career in aviation 

as a Licensed Aircraft Maintenance 

Engineer and used to enjoy piloting 

Ultra-light aircraft as a hobby 

 

General Manager 

So we all saw the sun! 

Once the weather gets a bit warmer we will be 

once again opening the courtyard for our 

residents and their families to enjoy.  April is 

the month we have set aside as a team to 

review our Health and Safety Emergency 

binders to ensure that our procedures are up to 

date and easy to read.  Throughout the year we 

continue to complete fire drills with all of our 

team members, review what works and what 

we need to work on.  We have an emergency 

fan out practice where we contact all staff to 

see availability if we need them for an 

emergency, we have also practiced a mock 

evacuations of our building, with the scenario 

that we needed a wing of the building 

evacuated.  We continue to emphasis to our 

team the importance of safety and security of 

all at Walden Heights.  

Don’t forget to join us for our 2 year 

anniversary party May 14
th

! 
Yours, 

Carol Law 
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Quote of the Month 

A day without laughter is a day wasted! 

-Charlie Chaplin 

 



  

 Director of Care Team 

 

May 12th-18th is national nurse’s week. 

We are very proud of our health care team 

at Walden Heights.  On May 6 -12 is our 

national nurses week where we 

acknowledge the great work our team 

does in caring for our Walden Residents.  

Throughout the year our team undergoes 

education sessions with monthly themes 

to continue their personal growth and 

development.  

 

-Trish Ramstead, DOC  
 

 

 

 

 

Happy Birthday to You!! 

 

Stella D, Pat S, Veronica C,   
Dora H, Art E,  

Sylvia B, Mary B, Chuck N,   
Cliff B, Joyce C, 

Connie B, Louise P, Betty C 
 

HEADLINE 

 

FAREWELL 

Dorothy S 

Bill M 

Art L 

Lillian S 

Yong H 
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Recreation 

Let’s go A-Maying! 

Yes, May is officially here…the birds are singing, the sun is 

shining and the flowers are blooming! 

What does May mean to Walden? Fun activities & more 

outings!!!  We are also celebrating our 2
nd

 Anniversary! 

We will start off by celebrating May Day (May 1
st
), 

followed by Cinco de Mayo (5
th

 of May).   

May 14
th

, Walden Heights is turning 2!  Time has flown by. 

Join us to help celebrate from 2:00pm-3:30pm.  Events 

include Entertainment, a slideshow, goodies and Silent 

Auction.  

Last but not least, we will be hosting a Mother’s Day High 

Tea.  Getting ready for gardening, we will be going to 

“Spruce it up Greenhouse”.  All outings remain WEATHER 

PERMITTING.  

FUN ACTIVITIES IN MAY 

Some fun activities to look forward to in May include; May 

Day, Cinco de Mayo, Donkey Races, Mother’s Day Tea, 

2nd Year Anniversary, Gardening and Lunch Club. 

Please see Activity Calendar for dates and times 

Please feel free to contact us regarding any questions or 

concerns you may have regarding Recreation.  We 

especially love feedback on our programs. 

 

Bonnie Whitney 

Recreation Manager 

bwhitney@agecare.ca 

403-873-4731 

 

Kitchen 

Did you know?  STRAWBERRY 

 

The garden strawberry or 
simply strawberry is a widely 

grown hybrid species  (collectively known 
as the strawberries). It is cultivated 

worldwide for its fruit.  Strawberries are not 
true berries. The fleshy and edible part of 
the fruit is a receptacle, and the parts that 
are sometimes mistakenly called "seeds" 

are achenes.  There are more than 20 
different Fragaria (Wild Strawberries) 

species worldwide. 
 
History: Wild Strawberries have a history 
that goes back over 2,200 years. 
Strawberries grew wild in Italy as long ago 
as 234 B.C. and were discovered in Virginia 
by the first Europeans when their ships 
landed there in 1588.  The garden 
strawberry was first bred in Brittany, 
France, in the 1750s via a cross of Eastern 
North America and from Chile by Amédée-
François Frézier in 1714.  The strawberry 
fruit was mentioned in ancient Roman 
literature in reference to its medicinal use. 
The French began taking the strawberry 
from the forest to their gardens for harvest 
in the 1300s. Charles V, France's king from 
1364 to 1380, had 1,200 strawberry plants 
in his royal garden. In the early 1400s 
western European monks were using the 
wild strawberry in their illuminated 
manuscripts. 

One cup (236 g) of strawberries contains 
approximately 45 kilo-calories (188 kJ) and is 

an excellent source of vitamin C 
 

Sacha FRITZ – Hospitality Manager 

403-873-4733 

sfritz@agecare.ca 

 
 

 Monthly Funny 

Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_(biology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strawberries
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fruit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptacle_(botany)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Achene
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brittany
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Am%C3%A9d%C3%A9e-Fran%C3%A7ois_Fr%C3%A9zier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Am%C3%A9d%C3%A9e-Fran%C3%A7ois_Fr%C3%A9zier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_V_of_France
mailto:sfritz@agecare.ca


 

May 2014 
Sign: Taurus                                                     Gem stone: Emerald 

 

 

April 20
th

-May 20
th 

Taurus values harmony in their personal lives, so they'll work hard on keeping their 

mate happy. The great strength of Taurus is in their stability, loyalty and dogged 

determination.  They want to get the job done, and they will! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***  HEALTH & SAFETY MOMENT  *** 

“April Showers bring May..…Allergies???”  

Are you prone to seasonal allergies? With spring blooms beginning to 

appear, pollen also begins to fill the air. People afflicted by seasonal 

allergies are beginning to groan, and the elderly are not exempt from the 

stuffy noses and watery eyes that accompany allergies. But, seniors often 

have complicating factors that can make it difficult to deal with their 

allergies. It can be difficult for a doctor to diagnose allergies in an older 

person, particularly when they're focused on a senior's larger health issues. 

Elderly people often have multiple chronic health problems, and it can be 

hard for a doctor to separate a potential allergy from an ongoing disease. 

Allergies have a larger impact on the lives and health of the elderly and 

should be treated as rapidly and aggressively as possible. So…enjoy the 

blossoms, know the symptoms, and don’t hesitate to bring your concerns 

to your doctor!! 

 


